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Overview 

  What factors influence individuals to add meta-
information, in the form of tags, to their uploaded 
artifacts, and to continue to do so over time? 

  Attention, Network Structural Properties, and 
Individual Motivators  

  Longitudinal study with live system data that looks at 
the relationship between motivations and actual 
sustained behaviors  



Three Research Questions 

(1)  How do individual motivations affect tagging?  

(2)  What effect does receiving attention from others 
have on the ongoing tagging behaviors of users 
who upload photographs?  

(3)  *Does the density of a contributor’s ego network 
impact tagging over time?  

*and interaction effects 



Flickr 

 Photo sharing and social 
networking 

  Profiles, Pros v. amateurs 

 Title, describe, tag  

 Create contacts, join 
groups 

 Give attention – views, 
comments, testimonials 



Individual Motivations 

  People tag for themselves (archiving and retrieval) 
and for others (describing) (Ames and Naaman 2007) 

 Enjoyment: I have fun posting public photos on Flickr 
(Venkatesh 2000) 

 Commitment: I feel a great deal of loyalty to Flickr 
(Wasko and Faraj 2005) 

Self Others 

Enjoyment Commitment 



Attention 

  Many ways to receive attention from others: views, 
comments, testimonial, friend, like/digg, rate, etc. 

  Huberman, Romero, and Wu (2008/2009) 
demonstrated that on YouTube people whose work 
received more views tended to post more videos 
and that there seemed to be a type of feedback 
loop so that these behaviors were self-perpetuating  

  Adding comments to other people’s pictures is the 
most mutually engaging mechanism for giving 
attention (Lento, Welser, Gu, & Smith 2006) 







Network Neighborhood Structure 

  Extends Structural Embeddedness (Nov, Naaman and Ye 
2009) to look deeper at the relationships between 
people in one’s network (contacts) 

  Calculates the clustering coefficient for a user’s immediate 
network neighborhood 

  Calculated as the ratio of actual connections between first 
layer of contacts divided by the total number of possible 
connections; 0 1 

  Mutual Friends  
  Mutual Strangers 



Mutual Friends 

  While Flickr allows for one-way connections between uploaders and 
their contacts, we follow (Cha, M., Mislove, A., & Gummadi, K. 2009) 
where all links are bidirectional 

  Mislove, Gummadi and others (2008) identified proximity bias  
people find their friends within 1 or 2 network hops of each other 

  Friends have similar likes and dislikes (practice a type of homophily) 

  Overlap in what they choose to view and participate in leads to an 
increase in common knowledge (Chwe 2001). Everyone in the 
immediate network neighborhood knows what each other knows and 
knows that everyone else shares this common information. Hence, 
there is no need to spend much time describing or annotating their 
photograph for each other 



Research Model 

  H1 – The more attention a contributor receives from 
others, the more tags that he will add to his photos. 

  H2 – The denser a contributor’s ego network, the less 
tags the contributor will add to his or her photos. 

  H3 – A higher level of enjoyment from the act of 
sharing photos will be reflected by increased 
tagging.  

  H4 – Increasing commitment to the community will be 
associated with higher levels of tagging.  

  H5 – While, in general, users in low-density networks 
tag more than those in high-density networks, 
attention has a stronger effect on tagging in high-
density networks than in lower-density networks.  

  H6 – Ego network density moderates the effect of 
commitment on tagging over time, such that the 
effect of commitment on tagging is positive for users 
with low ego network density, and slightly negative 
for users with high ego network density. 

  Control Variable – Number of photographs 



Method 

  Longitudinal study (90 days) of tagging on Flickr 

  Combines user-reported (survey) data and system data: what people say 
and what they actually do 

  System data – via Flickr API. Data collected and recorded together with 
questionnaire responses 

  Attention = comments/photo (Huberman, Romero, and Wu 2009) 

  (Ego) Network Density = actual links/total links possible 

  Motivation measures – existing to the Flickr content (Venkatesh 2000, 
Wasko & Faraj 2005); measured on a 7-point Likert scale 

  Dependent variable – average number of tags/photo90 days = tagstotal 90 
days/total picturestotal 90 days 

  Control - Number of photographs uploaded in 90-day study period 



Example Web-based Questionnaire 



Data Collection 

  N = 259 (14% response rate) 
  Used only ‘Pro’ users with at least 3 months tenure 
  Average age was 38.7 (median = 38, SD = 12.3), 

of whom, 40.2% were female 
  Average number of public photos they added 

during the 90-day study was 517.7 (median = 240, 
SD = 1760.8), and the average number of tags 
added was 69.1 (median = 14, SD = 500.1) 



Analysis 

  Linear regression 
 For measured data – log (constructcentered+.1) 

  Reliability – PCA with Varimax Rotation (2 groups) 
  Convergence – AVE greater than 0.5 
  Discriminant Validity – AVE2 greater than correlations 

with other predictor variables 
  All constructs have an alpha > 0.7 



Results 



Conclusions and Future Work 

  Contributions 
  Extending concept of attention 

beyond artifact contributions to 
meta-information sharing over time 

  Relating ego network density to 
tagging 

  Developing research model relating 
attention, ego network density, and 
individual motivations in a 
longitudinal study, based on data 
from multiple independent sources 

  Future work 
  Different types of 

communities 
  Sustaining other types of 

participation 
  Other types and suppliers 

of attention 

  Soliciting attention 
  Nature of comments 

  Network saturation 
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